**IRC STUDENT PARALLEL SESSION**

Day: Sunday 22th  
Time: h. 12-13  
Location: Room 2017 (2nd floor)

**INTRODUCTION (20 minutes)**
- Welcome and presenting ourselves (Roberto, Isabel, Baptiste, Eline from the SWG).

**TESTIMONIES: RACHEL & MELANIE**

Rachel speaks → Focus on the following aspects  
1) Ethical issues of internationalization of curricula.  
2) Cultural difference in management, diversity in (financial) support in the different countries  
3) Political, ethical and intercultural communication

- Q&A

MELANIE from CoPeCo: presentation by Baptiste.

Melanie speaks

**DISCUSSION GROUP (Isabel & Eline)**

Moving from the first part of the session:

1) What are your experiences in relation to the testimonies?  
2) How could you shape that?  
3) How can we help you as the Student Working Group?

**CONCLUSION: WRAP UP**

Eline speaks: positive and negative aspects of Erasmus